Wendland Glass Roof
W’ grip clip
Prevents any potential
movement

Low profile
cresting option
Slimline modern finish

Lead free flashing
Pre-formed PVCu
flashing system

Glazing stop
Stops glass
from slipping

Sturdy top caps
Can be upgraded to
chambered for extra
thermal performance

Eaves cleat

Hidden bolster
Added strength
for larger spans
Hidden gaskets
Adjusts to tolerance
in the glazing material
to prevent leaks

Marley gutter system

Aluminium vent
Ideal option if more
ventilation is needed.

High quality at low prices

Internal pelmet
Perfect for downlights
or speakers

Gutter cover
Hides gutters for a
modern finish

Highdesigned
Quality Glass
Roof
Neatly
roof lanterns

Looking for an
orangery?

Key features of the glass roof

With Wendland you can create an
orangery with the addition of an
internal pelmet and gutter cover.
Wendland’s internal pelmet surrounds
the space where the roof meets the
windows, making the room feel more
like an extension. The internal pelmet
can also house downlights or speakers.
On the outside, an external gutter cover
adds shape and style by hiding the
gutters and adding an elegant touch.

•
•
•
•
•

Any shape, any size
Pitches from 5° to 41°
Strong bars for greater spans
24mm or 32mm glazing
White, deeplas, rosewood, golden oak
and grey as standard
• Any RAL colour available on request
• Unglazed, performance glass or
polycarbonate
• Upgrades available: internal pelmet
and gutter cover

Your own space
Your Wendland conservatory is personal to you, and somewhere where you will
spend a lot of time once it’s complete.
Make the space your own by choosing from our extensive range of design options detailed below.

Available in any shape / any size - examples below

Lean-to

Gutter cover

Victorian

Georgian

Internal pelmet

Gable

T-Shape

Roof vent

Design your perfect conservatory
Wendland has been a leader in the
conservatory industry since 1995 and
the Wendland glass roofing system is
known for its quality and strength.
A conservatory can maximise the daylight
in your home and create a stunning
space to enjoy. Your conservatory will
bring outdoor living into the heart of your
home as you watch the seasons change
in comfort. With Wendland, any size,
shape or style is possible.

Customers choose a glass roof as it lets
in all the light you need to bring the
outside in. Performance glass panels
reflect the unwanted heat and glare
from the sun in Summer and help retain
warmth during the Winter months.
Modern glazing improves thermal
efficiency, reducing heating costs and
ensuring you can enjoy your space all
year round.

White

With lights

Grey

Glazing: Available with performance glass (24mm/32mm), polycarbonate or unglazed.
Feature

Blue

Neutral

Light transmission: % of light transmitted through the glass

52%

45%

Solar rejection: The proportion of the sun’s heat that is rejected

60%

60%

1.2

1.2

83%

78%

U-Value
Self cleaning
UV protection: % of suns UV rays that are rejected

Wendland roofs can
be supplied unglazed
if you would prefer to
choose a different type
of glass.

Toughened
Argon filled cavity
Warm edge spacer
Specialist roof glass

Strong bars for
greater spans

Any shape,
any size

Pitches from
5° to 41°

Lean-to projections
up to 5.9m

High quality at low prices

Optional internal
pelmet

Optional gutter
cover

PC: WGRL

Guaranteed for 10 years

Neutral

Blue
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